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Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification
(CMMC) Assistance

Achieve the appropriate level of CMMC in accordance with NIST SP 800 - 171 Rev. 2 requirements

The Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) is a standard that the U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) uses to ensure that DoD contractors implement cybersecurity measures to safeguard controlled
unclassified information (CUI.) However, navigating the CMMC framework and achieving compliance can
be time-consuming and far from simple.
GaMEP's CMMC Assistance services will help you gain a better understanding of the CMMC's technical
requirements and prepare you for certification so that you can obtain your position as a secured supplier.
GaMEP will:

Provide training on NIST SP 800-171 Rev. 2
requirements as required by Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS),
including Controlled Unclassified Information
(CUI), CMMC certification levels and
requirements, and assessment framework.
Assist with the development of a System Security
Plan (SSP) and Plan of Actions and Milestones
(POAM).
Administer a pre-audit assessment.
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By receiving CMMC Assistance, you can:

Lessen the Impact of a
Cyber attack
Put Measures in Place to
Maintain Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability
of Data
Achieve Your Position
as a Secured Supplier
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Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Assistance

Cybersecurity Statistics
2021 saw 50% more cyber attacks per week
on corporate networks compared to 2020.
- CyberSecurityIntelligence.com

Why Work with GaMEP?
Our goals are simple and impactful:
Understand the current state of your company.
Learn about your future goals.
Teach your team to utilize tools and strategies to
meet the needs of your organization.
Advance your company’s competitiveness and ensure
a sustainable future for manufacturing in Georgia.
Each of our services resides in one of the following four key
strategic solutions pillars within the GaMEP Organizational
Excellence framework:

- Accenture Cost of Cybercrime Study

What Sets GaMEP Apart
Each year, GaMEP works with more than 1,000 manufacturers to
implement on-site projects, conduct training, and connect
manufacturers to Georgia Tech resources and our partners
throughout the state. We do this through:
Federal and state funds that help offset the cost to Georgia
manufacturers, making your investment more powerful.
Access to locally based project managers that have years of
experience developing and implementing best practices for
manufacturers.
Immediate and long-term solutions that increase top-line growth
and reduce bottom-line costs throughout your organization.
Service areas include: process improvement, quality, robotics, business strategy,
technology integration, ISO management systems, energy, sustainability, safety
integration, and more.
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43% of cyber attacks are aimed at small businesses,
but only 14% are prepared to defend themselves.
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See what all the “Buzz” is about.
Connect with GaMEP
gamep@innovate.gatech.edu

The pillars are interconnected to maximize effectiveness. If you
have multiple areas to address, request an Organizational
Excellence assessment.
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